PJCD M Bourne
Jason Lim
The Healing Society

20 October 2003

Dear Sir,
We have been consulted by our client company Energy Press and The Worldwide
Colour Breathing Company Limited and Mrs Alison Bourne and we are sure that you
will recall the conversation that Mrs. Bourne had with you at the recent Frankfurt
Book Fair.
Our client holds the United Kingdom patent (Patent No. 2344288 filed November
1998 and dated 18th October 2000) and other patents are pending in America US
09/416580 (Filed October 1999) and Australia AUS 44515/69 (Filed August 1999)
for our client’s “Colour Breathing Apparatus”.
Further our client owns the copyright in the book set “Colour Breathing (ISBN 1904089-00-3) “Colour Breathing Affirmation Cards” (ISBN 1-904089-02-X) “Colour
Breathing Audio CD” (ISBN 1-904089-03-8)and the “Music for Colour Breathing CD.”
All rights are reserved by our client in its various products.
Our client has brought our attention to a book entitled “Healing Chakra” by Dr. Ilchi
Lee and the fact that he is claiming copyright. It is abundantly clear that there has
been a flagrant breach of our client’s rights causing substantial loss to our client.
No permission or licence whatsoever has been sought by or given to any third party
permitting reproduction of our client’s works.
No permission or license whatsoever has been sought by or given to any third party
permitting the use of the Colour Breathing Disks as part of a training programme or
during any promotional tour.
The use of the Colour Breathing Disks in the same easel card format with the same
design back and the words beneath the disks (as in our client’s Colour Breathing
Affirmation cards product) is a clear breach of our client’s rights.
We have records which show that the Colour Breathing Products were of co-edition
interest initially to Hye Seon Kim of The Healing Society and Hanmunhwa
Multimedia Co at the Frankfurt Book Fair in 2001. We have records that newly

released Colour Breathing products and a draft co-edition contract was delivered to
Hye Seon Kim of Hanmunhwa Multimedia Co, Korea, in March 2002.
In the first instance our client requires you to withdraw all offending material for sale,
in particular the easel card format, together with all publicity material and for the
same to be destroyed. Further, our client requires an undertaking not to repeat the
breach and a full apology for its breach and the consequential losses that are now
being suffered by our client.
The financial loss to our client is presently being assessed and will be the subject of
further correspondence.
We require:1. Full details of all distributors and other disseminators to include the respective
distributor’s address, email and web site.
2. Full details of the number of products that have been produced and by whom the
production was undertaken.
3. Full details of all sales of the products stating the full names and addresses of all
retailers and wholesalers.
4. Immediate notification by you to all parties known by you to have had any
involvement with your product that the same should be withdrawn forthwith from
sale, supply and distribution.
We await hearing from you please forthwith.
Yours faithfully,
TRUMAN-MOORE

